Module 2

Check your Knowledge! [Key]

IT-Environments

1. Think of a few IT-Environments that you use every day. Where do you encounter them? And how do you use them?

Possible IT-Environments include your home, school and workplace. In this modern era we encounter them almost everywhere we go. Maybe twenty years ago they were a little more sparse but that is no longer the case. The use of IT-environments ranges widely from entertainment, business and education.

2. What components do these environments have? How many people use it?

To some extent all IT-Environments have the same fundamental components. Computers, servers, a communication/connectivity method such as WiFi or some type of wired connection. A key difference would be their purpose or size. A home environment may be used for work and entertainment whereas your school’s IT-environment is designed for educational purposes.

3. Do you know your WiFi password? How complicated is it?

Some WiFi passwords are easy to guess, or have no password at all. There are tools readily available on the internet to help an attacker comb through thousands, if not millions of common passwords. Your information is valuable, so be sure to protect it, change passwords often and make them tough to guess. But don’t forget to write them down!

4. How often do you change your WiFi Password?

Recommended every three months
ISERink Questions

5. In your own words, provide a definition of ISERink and ISEAGE.

ISERink is the entire virtual playground that is used for the exploration of cyber security concepts and activities. It is designed to provide a realistic network environment that mimics the internet. ISELab is the name of the smaller area within ISERink where you will conduct all of your learning and testing. You will practice and apply what you learn in the modules in this environment. It is also used to host the cyber security competition, but more on that later. ISEAGE, which is short for Internet-Scale Event and Attack Generation Environment, is the name of the entire project developed by Iowa State professor Dr. Jacobson.

6. In your own words describe how ISERink and ISEAGE are interconnected.

ISERink and ISELab are components of the larger ISEAGE project.

7. Why is there a virtual “barrier” blocking almost all outgoing traffic from ISELab?

The reason for the virtual barrier is to contain all of our tests and experiments within the virtual environment in order to avoid causing harm to the outside world, or the larger internet.

Note:
There is a lot more we could cover regarding ISERink but that is enough for now. We will learn more as we move forward.